Proposal to TPAC for Events Parking

Recognizing the fact that certain events hosted on campus collect a parking fee or a monetary token for the use of space from each vehicle using parking spaces in lots controlled by UH-P&T, we deem necessary that a portion of the total of these proceeds must be returned to P&T as royalties for the use of the land space that is primarily designated for accommodating the vehicles of students, faculty, and staff.

We propose to committee to endorse the following recommendations:

1. 20% of the total of all proceeds collected from all UH-entities for allowing operators of vehicles to use space in UH-parking lots should be transferred to P&T.
2. Where contractual agreements allow with non-UH entities, a flat fee should charged for the use of any lot, and proceeds should be paid to P&T. This fee should be $3/parking space, adjusted for inflation, multiplied by the number of parking spaces the lot has.
3. For the use of space in 13A for non-UH related religious ceremonies, a flat fee of $150 should be paid to P&T per ceremony, if more than 40 vehicles of ceremony attendees are expected to park at 13A.
4. During football games, 33 passes for 15D-gated should be issued by UH-Athletics and given to the office of the Dean of the College of NSM for allowing vehicles to stay past the designated time for emptying the lot. Entrance to 15D-gated will be allowed until 3:00 pm for games held on weekdays. Similarly, 25 passes (or a number of passes that needs to be objectively determined) should be given to parkers in 16C-gated with the same restriction, if needed.
5. Gated and non-gated parking areas in lot 16 west of Elgin should not be cleared of UH-vehicles earlier than 5 hours prior to the kick-off of an athletic event during weekdays.
6. Additional expenses of P&T for accommodating regular UH-parkers’ needs during event days should be reimbursed by the host of the event.

Faculty senate representatives to TPAC

---

1 TPAC decided to request the issuance of the 33 passes from Athletics in its September 2010 meeting.